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Abstract. This article introduces an approach to measures of information granules based on rough set theory. The information granules
considered in this paper are partially ordered multisets of sample
sensor signal values, where it is possible for such granules to contain
duplicates of the same values obtained in diﬀerent moments of time.
Such granules are also associated with a feature set in an information
system. Information granules considered in this paper are collections
of sample values derived from sensors that are modelled as continuous
real-valued functions representing analog devices such as proximity (e.g.,
ultrasonic) sensors. The idea of sampling sensor signals is fundamental,
since granule approximations and granule measures are deﬁned relative
to non-empty temporally ordered multisets of sample signal values. The
contribution of this article is the introduction of measures of granule
inclusion and closeness based on an indistinguishability relation that
partitions real-valued universes into subintervals (equivalence classes).
Such partitions are useful in measuring closeness and inclusion of
granules containing sample signal values. The measures introduced in
this article lead to the discovery of clusters of sample signal values.
Keywords: Closeness, inclusion, indistinguishability, information granule, measure, rough sets, sensor.

1

Introduction

This article introduces an approach to measures of a particular class of information granules based on rough set theory. Informally, a granule is a multiset
(or bag) [19]-[20] of real-world objects that are somehow indistinguishable (e.g.,
J.J. Alpigini et al. (Eds.): RSCTC 2002, LNAI 2475, pp. 300–307, 2002.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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water samples taken from the same source at approximately the same time), or
similar (e.g., Chopin concerts), or which have the same functionality (e.g., unmanned helicopters). A multiset is a set where duplicates are counted. Examples
of measures of granules are inclusion, closeness, size and enclosure. This paper
is limited to a consideration of measures of inclusion based on a straightforward
extension of classical rough membership functions [2], and the introduction of a
measure of closeness of information granules. Measurement of sensor-based information granules have been motivated by recent studies of sensor signals [3],
[5]-[6]. In this article, the term sensor signal is a non-empty, ﬁnite, discrete multiset of sample (either continuous or continuous) sensor signal values. Sample
signal values are collected in temporally ordered multisets (repetitions of the
same signal value are counted). In this article, classiﬁcation of sensor signals is
carried out using new forms of set approximation derived from classical rough
set theory [1]-[2], [4]. This is made possible by introducing a number of additions to the basic building blocks of rough set theory, namely, (i) parameterized
indistinguishability equivalence relation Ing deﬁned relative to elements of an
uncountable set, (ii) lower and upper approximation of information granules relative to a partition of an interval of the reals, and (iii) parameterized rough
membership set function. A fundamental step in such a classiﬁcation is a measure of the degree of overlap between a granule of sample sensor signal values
and a target granule (collection ideal signal values for an application). Such a
measure can be calibrated. A parameter δ in the deﬁnition of the relation Ing
makes it possible to adjust the courseness or “granularity” of a partition of the
subinterval of reals (universe) over which sensor signals are classiﬁed. Hence,
such a measure has been used in the design of neurons in rough neural networks
(see, e.g., [11]).
Granule approximation in this paper is cast in the context of inﬁnite rather
than ﬁnite universes. This study is motivated by the need to approximate and
classify a number of diﬀerent forms of uncountable sets (e.g., analog sensor signals such as speech, electrocardiograms, electroencephalograms). This is important in the context of parameterized approximation spaces used in designing
intelligent systems [10], [12]-[15], [16]-[17], especially [12].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents introduces the parameterized indistinguishability relation and approximation of sets. This section also
introduces a new form of rough membership set function. A natural extension of
these ideas is the introduction of a rough measure space. Measurement of rough
inclusion of granules is considered in Section 3.

2
2.1

Indistinguishability and Set Approximation
Indistinguishability Relation

To begin, let S = (U , A) be an inﬁnite information system where U is a nonempty set and A is a non-empty, ﬁnite set of attributes,
where a : U → Va and

Va . Let a(x) ≥ 0, δ > 0 and
Va ⊆  for every a ∈ A, so that  ⊇ V =
a∈A
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let a(x)/δ denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to a(x)/δ (“ﬂoor” of
a(x)/δ) whilst a(x)/δ denotes the least integer bigger than or equal to a(x)/δ
(“ceiling” of a(x)/δ) for attribute a. If a(x) < 0, then a(x)/δ = − |a(x)|/δ ,
where |•| denotes the absolute value of •. The parameter δ serves as a means
of computing a “neighborhood” size on real-valued intervals. Reals representing
sensor measurements within the same subinterval bounded by kδ and (k+1)δ
for integer k are considered δ-indistinguishable.
Deﬁnition 1. For each B ⊆ A, there is associated an equivalence relation
IngA,δ (B) deﬁned in (1).


IngA,δ (B) = (x, x ) ∈ 2 | ∀a ∈ B. a(x)/δ = a(x )/δ
(1)
If (x, x ) ∈ IngA,δ (B), we say that objects x and x are indistinguishable from
each other relative to attributes from B. A subscript Id denotes a set consisting
of the identity sensor id (x) = x. The identity sensor id has been introduced to
avoid the situation where there is more then one stimuli for which a sensor takes
the same value (see example in the next section).
From (1), we can write IngA,δ (B) as in (2).


IngA,δ (B ∪ Id) = (x, x ) ∈ 2 | x/δ = x /δ ∧ ∀a ∈ B. a(x)/δ = a(x )/δ
(2)
Proposition 1. IngA,δ (B ∪ Id) is an equivalence relation.
The notation [x]δB∪Id denotes equivalence classes of IngA,δ (B ∪ Id). Further,
partition U / IngA,δ (B ∪ Id) denotes the family of all equivalence classes of relation IngA,δ (B ∪ Id) on U . For X ⊆ U , the set X can be approximated only
from information contained in B by constructing a B-lower and a B-upper approximation denoted by
 BX and BX, respectively. The B-lower approximation
of X is the set BX = x | [x]δB∪Id ⊆ X and the B-upper approximation of X is


the set BX = x | [x]δB∪Id ∩ X = ∅ .
In cases where we need to reason about a sensor reading y instead of stimulus
x, we introduce an equivalence class consisting of all points for which sensor
δ
δ
readings are ’close’ to y and deﬁne [y]B∪Id = [x]B∪Id for x such that a(x) = y.

Fig. 1a. Sample Sensor Signal

Fig. 1b. Sample approximations
plus E1,4 for δ = 0.1
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Sample Set Approximation

In this section, we want to consider a sample approximation of sensor stimuli
relative to a set of points from a universe (subset of the reals). Consider the
following continuous information system S = (U , A), where U is a set of points
in a subinterval [0, 2.5), and A is a set of sensors, e.g., {a | ak (x)=sin(kx) for x ∈
[0, 2.5), k ∈ Z+ (positive integers)}.
Let parameter δ be set to 0.1 and let set X = [0.85, 1.45]. We want to consider
B ⊂ A such that B = {a3 (x)=sin(3x) for x ∈ [0, 2.5)} (see Fig. 1a). A depiction
of the upper and lower approximations of X is shown in Fig. 1b. To construct
lower approximation, we need to ﬁnd all δ-indistinguishability classes for δ=0.1
(sample δ-value). To elaborate using id (x) = x, the δ-indistinguishability relation
IngA,δ (B ∪ Id) in (2) can be instantiated with a speciﬁc set B and choice of δ.
That is, consider y  = a(x ) for some x ∈ U (sample universe) and δ = 0.1, and
then consider
0.1

[y  ]{a}∪Id = {x ∈ U | x /0.1 = x/0.1 ∧ y  /0.1 = a(x )/0.1}
Assume y  /0.1 ∈ [n · 0.1, (n + 1) · 0.1) and x/0.1 ∈ [m · 0.1, (m + 1) · 0.1),
for some m, n, and obtain (3).
0.1

[y  ]{a}∪Id = {x ∈ U | x /0.1 = m ∧ y  /0.1 = n}

(3)

For simplicity, let Nn denote the interval [n · 0.1, (n + 1) · 0.1), let Mm denote
the interval [m·0.1, (m+1)·0.1). In addition, let En,m denote the equivalence class
given in (3), where n, m denote integers. For y = 0.45 a(0.155) = sin(0.466) =
0.45 (0.45 ∈ N4 , 0.155 ∈ M1 ) so that 0.155 ∈ E1,4 (see Fig. 2). But also a(0.891) =
0.45 and a(2.249) = 0.45, so 0.891 ∈ E8,4 and 2.249 ∈ E22,4 . For example E1,4 =
24
10


[0.137, 0.174), E1,5 = [0.174, 0.2) and E1,6 = ∅ (empty set). BX =
En,m
n=0 m=−1

where En,m ⊆ X. Then the 0.1-lower approximation of X is B X = [0.9, 1.4).
Similarly, we can ﬁnd upper approximation of X to be BX = [0.8, 1.5). In the
following sections, we write [y]δB instead of [y]δB∪Id because we consider only
sensor values relative to partitions of the universe using IngA,δ (B).
2.3

Rough Membership Set Function

In this section, a set function form of the traditional rough membership function
is presented
Deﬁnition 2. Let S = (U, A) be an information system with non-empty set
U and non-empty set of attributes A. Further, let B ⊆ A and let [y]δB be an
equivalence class of any sensor reading y ∈ . Let ρ be a measure of a set
X ∈ ℘(U ), where ℘(U ) is a class (set of all subsets of U ). Then for any X ∈ ℘(U)
the rough membership set function (rmf ) µB,δ
: ℘ (U ) → [0, 1] is deﬁned in (4).
y


δ
ρ X ∩ [y]B


(4)
(X) =
µB,δ
y
δ
ρ [y]B
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If ρ([y]δB )=0, then of course ρ(X ∩ [y]δB ) = 0 and in this situation we consider
symbol 00 to be equal to 0.
A form of rough membership set function for non-empty, ﬁnite sets was introduced in [3]. Deﬁnition 2 is slightly diﬀerent from the classical deﬁnition where
the argument of the rough membership function is an object x and the set X is
ﬁxed [2].
2.4

Rough Measures

In what follows, a distance metric is introduced that will make it possible to
measure the closeness of information granules. Recall that a function d: X ×X →
 is called a metric on a set X if and only if for any x, y, z ∈ X the function
d satisﬁes the following three conditions: (i) d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y;
(ii) d(x, y) = d(x, y); (iii) d(x, y) + d(y, z)  d(x, z).
Proposition
2. Let S = (U, A) be an information system and let ρ(Y ) be de
ﬁned as 1 dx.The function µδB,y : ℘(U ) →  in (5) is measure of a set X ⊆ U .
x⊆Y

µδB,y (X) =


[y  ]δB ⊆BX

ρ(X ∩ [y  ]δB )
+ 1) · ρ([y  ]δB )

(d([y  ]δB , [y]δB )

(5)

where d(•) denotes a metric on the partition U/IngA,δ (B) of U deﬁned by equivalence relation IngA,δ (B). The formula (5) may be written as shown in (6)
µδB,y (X) =

ρ(X ∩ [y]δB )
+
ρ([y]δB )



[y  ]δB
[y  ]δB

⊆ BX
= [y]δB

ρ(X ∩ [y  ]δB )
1
·
δ
δ


ρ([y ]B )
d([y ]B , [y]δB ) + 1

(6)

It is clearly seen that µδB,y deﬁned in (6) is measure (4) completed with a sum
of analogous measures for the remaining equivalence classes weighted by the
δ
reverse of distance (plus one) between distinct class [y]B and the remaining
 δ
δ
equivalence classes. The ratio 1/d([y ]B , [y]B ) + 1 serves as a weight of the sum
in (6). Thanks to the number 1 in the denominator of this weight, it is possible to
include measure (4) as a term in the sum in (6). To obtain values in the interval
[0, 1] for the measure (5), the normalization coeﬃcient α(y) in (7) is introduced.
α(y) =


[y  ]δB ⊆BX

1
1
d([y  ]δB ,[y]δB )+1

(7)

As a result, the following proposition holds.
Proposition
 3. Let S = (U , A) be an information system and let ρ(Y ) be
deﬁned as
1dx. If d is a metric deﬁned on the set U/IngA,δ (B) and α(y) is
x⊆Y

as in formula (7), then function µδB,y : ℘(U ) → [0, 1] such that
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µδB,y (X) = α(y) ·


[y  ]δB ⊆BX

ρ(X ∩ [y  ]δB )
(d([y  ]δB , [y]δB ) + 1) · ρ([y  ]δB )
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(8)

is a measure on the set ℘(U ).
Consider the sample universe U = [0, 0.4)×[0, 0.3), a ﬁnite sample X ⊂ U as
shown in Fig. 2. The equivalence relation IngA,δ (B) partitions this sample universe as it is shown on Figure 2. Let us assume that each equivalence class consists
of just 8 points. Every equivalence class (also called a mesh cell) is numbered by
a pair of indices En,m . Notice that two sensor values are approximately equal
in E0,0 , and are not considered duplicates. In addition, sensor values in E0,0 are
time-ordered with the relation before . For example, assume that a(x(t)) occurs
before a(x(t’)). Then we write a(x(t)) before a(x(t’)). In eﬀect, E0,0 and every
other cell in the mesh in Fig. 2 constitutes a temporally ordered multiset. For
such an information system and its partition U /IngA,δ (B), a well-known maximum metric is chosen, d(En1,m1 , En2,m2 ) = max{ | n1 – n2 | , | m1 – m2 | }.
Finding equivalence class with the biggest measure of Xin sense of (5) leads
to choice of E0,0 while applying measure (8) gives as result class E3,1 . If we are
interested in ﬁnding single equivalence class with the bigger (or least) degree of
overlapping with set X, then measure (4) should be chosen, but when we want to
ﬁnd a group of ‘neighbour’ (in sense of “close”) equivalence classes that overlap
with X in the biggest (least) degree, then measure (8) is suggested. Figure 2

Fig. 2. Sample Distance Measurements in a δ-mesh

shows how the maximum metric measures distance. For example, d(E3,0 ,E3,2 ) =
max{ | 3-3 | , | 2-0 | }=2 between equivalence classes E3,0 and E3,2 may be of interest in cases where measurement of the separation between clusters (i.e., multiset
that is the union of sensor values in a mesh cell and in neighboring cells) of
sample sensor values is important (e.g., separation of cells in a mesh covering
a control system performance map that contains “islands” of system response
values, some normal and some verging on chaotic behavior as in [21], [22]).
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Conclusion

Measures of inclusion and closeness of information granules have been introduced
in the context of rough set theory. The partition of a universe using Ing results
in a mesh of cells (called a δ-mesh), where each cell of the mesh represents an
equivalence class. The conﬁguration of cells in a δ-mesh yields a useful granule measure. That is, a measure of closeness of a pair of information granules
contained in cells of the δ-mesh results from determining the number of cells separating members of the pair using a distance metric. Using a combination of the
distance metric and a form of thresholding on the search space in a δ-mesh, the
ﬁrst of a family of algorithms for ﬁnding clusters of sensor values has been introduced. For simplicity, this algorithm has been restricted to δ-meshes covering a
ﬁnite number of sample values for a single sensor. In future work, this algorithm
will be extended to ﬁnd clusters of sample values for more than one sensor. In
addition, a calibration algorithm for ﬁnding an appropriate δ used to construct a
δ-mesh will be introduced in further work on the problem of discovering clusters
(granules) of sample sensor values.
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